
TITAN-X
S E R I E S

Screen your dreams



OUTDOOR RENTAL SOLUTIONS

TITAN-X is a robust and easy-to-install LED display 

solution for outdoor rental applications. The height 

of the 8.3 pixel pitch screen can reach an 

astonishing 24 metres. Featuring a transparency of 

70%, high load capacity, a rear foldable frame and 

quick installation system, this product is the 

ultimate solution for concerts, festivals, tours and 

other outdoor events. The extra-large 1200x1200 

mm cabinets with the unique lifting operation 

design of the carrier shorten the installation time to 

a new level.

Its dedicated dolly system allows easy transport 

and also enables ef�cient installation. It saves 

storage space due to the foldable bracing design 

of each cabinet; even with extra accessories, the 

cabinets can still be transported in their dollies.

Robust and easy to install. 70% transparent outdoor 

touring solution. Can reach up to 24 m.

Outdoor applications

Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

8.3mm

4.000nits

1200x1200x116mm

Fast Installation IP65 High
Brightness

Easy
Maintenance





KEY FEATURES

High load capacity

Each cabinet offers extensive load capacity and 

advanced overall stability due to its unique rear triangular 

foldable wind bracing system. It can resist wind speed of 

20m/sec. for outdoor events, while the height of the 

screen can be up to 24m. 

Up to 25m

High transparency

The TITAN-X has a high transparency rate of 70%. It offers 

outstanding display performance, for beautiful and unique 

stage visual effects.

70% Transparency

Curve effect

The TITAN-X  can be customized and assembled in angles 

between 0-15°, which makes it able to adapt to unlimited 

stage and creative design requirements. 

15º Concave & Convex



Easy transportation

Its dedicated dolly system allows easy transportation and 

helps ef�cient installation too. Save storage space due to 

the foldable bracing design of each cabinet; even with 

extra accessories, the cabinets can still be transported in 

their dollies.

CAMBIAR FOTO

Quick installation

The extra large cabinets of 1200x1200mm with the unique 

design of lifting operation 

on the carrier shorten the installation time to a new level.

Fast Lock System

Foldable Wind Frame 
brings overall stability



SPECIFICATIONS

The product speci�cations can be customized
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Model Number

Pixel Pitch

Physical Density

LED Arrangement

Module Resolution

Module Dimensions

Cabinet Resolution

Cabinet Dimensions

Cabinet Weight

Brightness

Max Power Consumption

Avg Power Consumption

Viewing Angle

Operating Power Source

Operating Temperature

Refresh Rate

IP Rating

Signal Input Source

IL-RSS-ORAM8.3

8.33mm

²

3 IN 1 SMD

72(H)x9(V)pixels

600x75mm (23.62x2.95in)

144(H)x144(V)pixels

1200x1200x116mm (47.24x47.24x4.57in)

33kg/panel (102.17lb)

4000-5000nits

750W/Panel

250W/Panel

160°/160°

100-240V AC 50-60Hz

-10°C ~ +45 °C

≤3,840Hz

IP65

EtherCON 1Gpbs

Transparent Ratio 70%



Screen your dreams

For more information, contact:
info.emea@in�led.com
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